Validation of the mortality prediction model for ICU patients.
We tested recently developed admission and 24-h models of hospital mortality on 1,997 consecutive admissions to a general medical/surgical ICU. This study population was independent of the group used to develop the models. The admission prediction model estimated each patient's probability of hospital mortality based on seven routinely collected admission variables. The 24-h model utilized seven variables routinely available at 24 h in the ICU. The admission model accurately described the mortality experience of the new cohort, while the 24-h model did not. Advantages of the admission model are that it is evaluable at the time of ICU admission, is independent of ICU treatment, and can be used to stratify patients by severity of illness, thereby making ICU comparisons possible. Its excellent goodness-of-fit, correct classification rate, sensitivity, and specificity suggest that this model is now ready for multihospital testing.